Aleph
Getting the books Aleph now is not type of inspiring means. You
could not only going in the same way as books gathering or
library or borrowing from your links to entre them. This is an
definitely easy means to specifically get lead by on-line. This
online revelation Aleph can be one of the options to accompany
you with having further time.
It will not waste your time. say yes me, the e-book will
unquestionably impression you supplementary thing to read. Just
invest little get older to contact this on-line proclamation Aleph
as competently as evaluation them wherever you are now.

imagination.
B'nai B'rith Magazine - 1924

Z Lineshape Measurement
with the ALEPH Detector James Frederick Grahl 1998
On the Design of ALEPH Dick Grune 1986
The National Jewish
Monthly - 1926
Aleph-Bet Story Book Deborah Pessin 1994-01
A JPS children's classic, these
appealing stories bring life and
character to letters of the
Hebrew alphabet, blending
legend, lore, and playful
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The Complete Messianic
Aleph Tav Scriptures PaleoHebrew Large Print Edition
Study Bible (Updated 2nd
Edition) - 2017-02-16
The Complete Messianic Aleph
Tav Scriptures (C-MATS) is a
study bible which focuses on
the study of the Aleph/Tav
Character Symbol used
throughout the old testament
(Tanakh) by both Moses and
the Prophets and is the most
exhaustive and unique
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rendition of its kind in the
world. Over 5 years in the
making, this English rendition
reveals every place the Hebrew
Aleph Tav symbol was used as
a "free standing" character
symbol believed to express the
"strength of the covenant" in
its original meaning. The
Aleph/Tav was also believed to
be the "mark" of the "divine
hand" for thousands of years by
such famous rabbis as Nahum
of Gimzo, Akiva, and R. S.
Hirsch as well as the Apostle
John who claimed in the book
of Revelation that the symbol
also incorporated Y'shua
haMashiach (Jesus the
Messiah) because of His
divinity. Also revealed in CMATS is the use of the
Aleph/Tav as it is incorporated
into the creation of hundreds of
Hebrew words used thousands
of times, thus taking our
understanding of the scriptures
to a whole new level. C-MATS
comes in your choice of either
Paleo or Modern Hebrew,
Large Print 8.5x11 editions and
include the New Testament.
The Complete Messianic
Aleph Tav Scriptures
aleph
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Modern-Hebrew Large Print
Edition Study Bible
(Updated 2nd Edition) 2017-02-16
The Complete Messianic Aleph
Tav Scriptures (C-MATS) is a
study bible which focuses on
the study of the Aleph/Tav
Character Symbol used
throughout the old testament
(Tanakh) by both Moses and
the Prophets and is the most
exhaustive and unique
rendition of its kind in the
world. Over 5 years in the
making, this English rendition
reveals every place the Hebrew
Aleph Tav symbol was used as
a "free standing" character
symbol believed to express the
"strength of the covenant" in
its original meaning. The
Aleph/Tav was also believed to
be the "mark" of the "divine
hand" for thousands of years by
such famous rabbis as Nahum
of Gimzo, Akiva, and R. S.
Hirsch as well as the Apostle
John who claimed in the book
of Revelation that the symbol
also incorporated Y'shua
haMashiach (Jesus the
Messiah) because of His
divinity. Also revealed in CDownloaded from
omahafoodtruckassociation.org
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MATS is the use of the
Aleph/Tav as it is incorporated
into the creation of hundreds of
Hebrew words used thousands
of times, thus taking our
understanding of the scriptures
to a whole new level. C-MATS
comes in your choice of either
Paleo or Modern Hebrew,
Large Print 8.5x11 editions and
include the New Testament.
The Aleph and Other Stories Jorge Luis Borges 2004-07-27
Twenty fictional pieces survey
the depth and range of the
distinguished Argentine
writer's forty-year career as he
journeys inside the minds of an
unrepentant Nazi, an
imprisoned Maya priest,
fanatical Christian theologians,
a man awaiting his assassin,
and a woman plotting
vengeance on her father's
"killer." Reprint.
Power of Aleph Beth - Philip S.
Berg 1988
The most important book on
power ever written for the
general reader. This book takes
us on a fantastic journey into
the middle of the most savage
space war ever. In this striking
ground-breaking book,
aleph
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Kabbalist Rav Berg blazes the
kabbalistic trail through the
uncharted terrain of cosmic
activity, human star wars and
control of our destiny. The
book confronts us with a
profound challenge to
everything we thought we
knew about the nature of
reality.
Type Structures of Aleph-zero
Categorical Theories - Michael
Charles Venning 1976
A Suitable Boy - Vikram Seth
1994
A Highly Unlikely Scenario,
Or a Neetsa Pizza
Employee's Guide to Saving
the World - Rachel Cantor
2014
In a world where competing
fast food factions rule the
world, Leonard, who works for
Neetsa Pizza's complaints
hotline, never has to leave the
house until his sister
disappears while on a secret
mission with her book club,
leaving him in charge of his
nephew--and tasked with
saving the world. Original.
Aleph - 2009
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(Aleph-naught): A play & a plan
- Nandita Dinesh 2020-02-10
Aleph-naught is a performative
text that creatively harnesses
Dinesh’s findings from three of
her previous works: Memos
from a Theatre Lab: Exploring
What Immersive Theatre
“Does”, Memos from a Theatre
Lab: Spaces, Relationships, &
Immersive Theatre, and Memos
from a Theatre Lab: Immersive
Theatre & Time. As the latest
endeavour in Dinesh’s ongoing
commitment to creating
socially relevant, immersive,
theatrical works, this book
contains “A Play” and “A Plan”:
a script that can be staged; a
plan for how to work with
participants (performers and
spectators) in the realisation of
that script. By using one
specific play to address larger
questions around staging
Immersive Theatre, Alephnaught is a unique resource for
practitioners and researchers
who are committed to
immersive forms of socially
relevant theatre praxis.
The Story of Miss Moppet Beatrix Potter 2010-05-28
This original, authorised
aleph
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version has been lovingly
recreated electronically for the
first time, with reproductions
of Potter's unmistakeable
artwork optimised for use on
colour devices such as the
iPad. This, along with The Tale
of The Fierce Bad Rabbit, was
intended for very young
children. It recounts the tale of
a pussy cat, Miss Moppet,
chasing a mouse. It turns out to
be a bit of a battle of wits, and
who do you think will win? The
Story of Miss Moppet is
number 21 in Beatrix Potter's
series of 23 little books, the
titles of which are as follows: 1
The Tale of Peter Rabbit 2 The
Tale of Squirrel Nutkin 3 The
Tailor of Gloucester 4 The Tale
of Benjamin Bunny 5 The Tale
of Two Bad Mice 6 The Tale of
Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle 7 The Tale
of Mr. Jeremy Fisher 8 The
Tale of Tom Kitten 9 The Tale
of Jemima Puddle-Duck 10 The
Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies 11
The Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse
12 The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes
13 The Tale of Johnny TownMouse 14 The Tale of Mr. Tod
15 The Tale of Pigling Bland 16
The Tale of Samuel Whiskers
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17 The Tale of The Pie and the
Patty-Pan 18 The Tale of
Ginger and Pickles 19 The Tale
of Little Pig Robinson 20 The
Story of a Fierce Bad Rabbit 21
The Story of Miss Moppet 22
Appley Dapply's Nursery
Rhymes 23 Cecily Parsley's
Nursery Rhymes
The [aleph]2-Souslin
Hypothesis is Consistent
with CH - Monika Christel
Osterheld 1979
Aleph Isn't Tough - Linda
Motzkin 2000
Hebrew alef-bet poster
available with the purchase of
this teacher's guide
The Aleph-bet Book - Naḥman
(of Bratslav) 1986-01-01
Throughout his life Rebbe
Nachman penned succinct,
powerful and challenging
epigrams containing the
distilled wisdom of the Torah
on all areas of life, spiritual and
physical. Calling his collection
"My dearly beloved friend, " he
used it to inspire himself along
the path that led him to
greatness. Also available in the
original Hebrew with expanded
source references.
aleph
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I Am the Aleph-Tav - Samuel
Koiki 2019-01-21
Most people will be shocked to
know that Jesus appears ten
times (1000%) more in the Old
Testament than he does in the
New Testament. In fact Jesus
the Aleph-Tav appears 9612
times (uninterpreted) in the
Old Testament but only 983
times in the New Testament.
The Aleph-Tav is comprised of
the first and last characters of
the Hebrew language, just as
the alpha and the omega are
the first and last characters of
the Greek language. The AlephTav is also the Hebrew
character symbol believed to
be the signature of Christ
found only in the Hebrew Bible,
represented by the head of a
bull and the sign of a cross.
Both character symbols clearly
point us to Christ, the Lamb of
God who died for humanity on
the cross of Calvary. I AM the
Aleph-Tav unveils the presence
of Jesus in the Old Testament,
first by taking a deep dive into
the mystery of the Aleph-Tav.
Although this symbol appears
almost ten thousand times in
the Old Testament, it was
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never interpreted into any
other language, and author
Samuel Koiki shows how there
are parallels between the Old
Testament and the statements
Jesus made to John in the book
of Revelation, where Jesus
proclaimed that he was the
Alpha and the Omega, the
beginning and the endor, in a
different way, the Aleph-Tav.
Was Jesus telling John that he
was there all along when the
universe was created in
Genesis? Perhaps he was
telling John that he indeed is
the Creator. Was he the one
who split the Red Sea, as told
in Exodus? Was he the
Passover lamb in Leviticus, the
high priest in Numbers, the
rock that brought forth water
in Deuteronomy, or the
commander of the Lords army
in Judges? Was he telling John
that he is on every page of the
Old Testament, all the way to
Malachi, where he is the Son of
righteousness who brings
healing? This book unlike any
other will bless and enrich you
abundantly . Sit back and
embark on this incredible
journey with me.
aleph
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The Complete Messianic Aleph
Tav Scriptures Modern-Hebrew
Large Print Red Letter Edition
Study Bible (Updated 2nd
Edition) - 2017-02-16
The Complete Messianic Aleph
Tav Scriptures (C-MATS) is a
study bible which focuses on
the study of the Aleph/Tav
Character Symbol used
throughout the old testament
(Tanakh) by both Moses and
the Prophets and is the most
exhaustive and unique
rendition of its kind in the
world. Over 5 years in the
making, this English rendition
reveals every place the Hebrew
Aleph Tav symbol was used as
a "free standing" character
symbol believed to express the
"strength of the covenant" in
its original meaning. The
Aleph/Tav was also believed to
be the "mark" of the "divine
hand" for thousands of years by
such famous rabbis as Nahum
of Gimzo, Akiva, and R. S.
Hirsch as well as the Apostle
John who claimed in the book
of Revelation that the symbol
also incorporated Y'shua
haMashiach (Jesus the
Messiah) because of His
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divinity. Also revealed in CMATS is the use of the
Aleph/Tav as it is incorporated
into the creation of hundreds of
Hebrew words used thousands
of times, thus taking our
understanding of the scriptures
to a whole new level. C-MATS
comes in your choice of either
Paleo or Modern Hebrew,
Large Print 8.5x11 editions and
include the New Testament.
The Complete Messianic
Aleph Tav Scriptures PaleoHebrew Large Print Red
Letter Edition Study Bible
(Updated 2nd Edition) 2017-02-16
The Complete Messianic Aleph
Tav Scriptures (C-MATS) is a
study bible which focuses on
the study of the Aleph/Tav
Character Symbol used
throughout the old testament
(Tanakh) by both Moses and
the Prophets and is the most
exhaustive and unique
rendition of its kind in the
world. Over 5 years in the
making, this English rendition
reveals every place the Hebrew
Aleph Tav symbol was used as
a -free standing- character
symbol believed to express the
aleph
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-strength of the covenant- in its
original meaning. The
Aleph/Tav was also believed to
be the -mark- of the -divine
hand- for thousands of years by
such famous rabbis as Nahum
of Gimzo, Akiva, and R. S.
Hirsch as well as the Apostle
John who claimed in the book
of Revelation that the symbol
also incorporated Y'shua
haMashiach (Jesus the
Messiah) because of His
divinity. Also revealed in CMATS is the use of the
Aleph/Tav as it is incorporated
into the creation of hundreds of
Hebrew words used thousands
of times, thus taking our
understanding of the scriptures
to a whole new level. C-MATS
comes in your choice of either
Paleo or Modern Hebrew,
Large Print Black & White or
Red Letter 8.5x11 editions and
include the New Testament.
About the Author: William H.
Sanford is a licensed minister
and has been studying and
teaching the gospel message
for over 40 years. William has
over a dozen short videos about
The Messianic Aleph Tav
Scriptures (MATS) on YouTube,
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and he may be contacted
through his website
www.AlephTavScriptures.com
or on Facebook at Aleph Tav
Scriptures.
Aleph-bet Yoga - Steven A.
Rapp 2002
Gracefully blends aspects of
hatha yoga, the shapes of the
Hebrew letters, physical fitness
and spiritual wellness to
connect yoga practice with
Jewish spiritual life-and vice
versa. Includes easy-to-follow
instructions, black-and-white
photographs showing each
yoga pose, the relationship of
the Hebrew letter yoga pose to
its equivalent hatha yoga pose
and a list of resources for
further information.
Aleph Taw Paleo-Ivriyt AlephBet - Hebrew Israelites
2018-03-27
60-Day Amazon.com Money
Back Guarantee! Color Edition.
The Aleph is the ox head. Aleph
symbolizes strength and
represents a crown of
leadership. The Taw is a cross
or an ex. Taw symbolizes a
covenant, sign or mark. Aleph
Taw translated into English is
eth (pronounced et'), which
aleph
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means divine. Thus, Aleph Taw
Paleo-Ivriyt Aleph-Bet means
Divine Ancient Hebrew
Alphabet. According to the Eth
Cepher Bible, 3rd Edition, eth
appears 9,500 times in the
Ivriyt Tanakh (Old Testament)
and 518 times in the Brit
Chadashah (New Testament)
translated in Ivriyt from the
Greek Textus Receptus. Thus,
we proudly feature the Aleph
Taw eth in the Title of this
work to publicize the divinity of
our Aleph Taw Paleo-Hebrew
script. Learning Aleph Taw
Paleo-Ivriyt (ancient Hebrew)
provides an excellent
opportunity for bonding with
Yahuah and your family. Learn
Aleph Taw Paleo-Ivriyt AlephBet is for Absolute Beginners
Level Learners of all ages.
After mastering the concepts
herein, Learners will be able
to: 1. Write the 23 paleo-Ivriyt
pictographs (letters) in order,
from right to left. There are 3
scripts (early, middle an late)
for a total of 67 pictographs.
(Ghah does not have middle
and late pictographs); 2.
Recognize each of the 23 paleoIvryt pictographs at sight and
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know them by their names.
(There is no Sin pictograph in
Paleo-Ivriyt); 3. Recognize the
sound(s) of each pictograph;
and 4. Recite each pictograph's
corresponding English
alphabet letter and modern
Hebrew letter. Whether you
are an absolute beginner,
novice or advanced Learner,
Learn Aleph Taw Paleo-Hebrew
Alef-Bet is the right resource
for you. Handwriting exercises,
illustrative pictures, phonics,
and a free 57-page notebook
are inside. Pictures are also
included inside to help
Learners with pronunciation.
The first step toward mastering
any language is memorizing its
alphabet. Learning any
language is challenging and it
takes daily practice, patience,
and persistence, so do not try
to complete all the exercises in
one sitting, rather practice 3 or
4 pictographs daily until you
complete all of the exercises,
then repeat the process until
you achieve each learning
objectives above. Thank you for
supporting our Hebrew
heritage and ancient tradition
of literacy and excellence in
aleph
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the language arts.
Aleph, the Chaldean; or, the
Messiah as Seen from
Alexandria - E. F. Burr
2022-07-21
Two facts, at least, should be
remembered by the readers of
this book. 1. It was not
uncommon in the times of the
Christ for Hebrew men, in
imitation of Joseph and Moses
and Boaz, to marry outside of
their people. 2. It is a great
mistake to suppose that women
in the Roman Empire of the
First Century were secluded
after the current oriental
fashion. They had about as
much freedom on most lines of
social intercourse as women
have among us. The New
Testament shows this
regarding Palestine and such
contiguous countries as appear
in the Acts of the Apostles. But
it was the same wherever the
Roman authority and influence
extended. The tradition was in
favor of restriction, but by a
concurrence of circumstances
women had been liberated
from the enslaving fetters of
the old legal forms, and
enjoyed freedom of intercourse
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in society; they walked and
drove in the public
thoroughfares with veils that
did not[ii] conceal their faces;
they dined in the company of
men; they studied literature
and philosophy; they took part
in political movements; they
were allowed to defend their
law cases if they liked, and
they helped their husbands in
the government of provinces
and the writing of books.
A Study Guide for Jorge Luis
Borges's "The Aleph" - Gale,
Cengage Learning 2016
A Study Guide for Jorge Luis
Borges's "The Aleph,"
excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Short Stories for
Students. This concise study
guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author
biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions
for further reading; and much
more. For any literature
project, trust Short Stories for
Students for all of your
research needs.
The Complete Messianic Aleph
Tav Scriptures Paleo-Hebrew
Large Print Red Letter Edition
Study Bible (Updated 2nd
aleph
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Edition) - 2017-02-16
The Complete Messianic Aleph
Tav Scriptures (C-MATS) is a
study bible which focuses on
the study of the Aleph/Tav
Character Symbol used
throughout the old testament
(Tanakh) by both Moses and
the Prophets and is the most
exhaustive and unique
rendition of its kind in the
world. Over 5 years in the
making, this English rendition
reveals every place the Hebrew
Aleph Tav symbol was used as
a "free standing" character
symbol believed to express the
"strength of the covenant" in
its original meaning. The
Aleph/Tav was also believed to
be the "mark" of the "divine
hand" for thousands of years by
such famous rabbis as Nahum
of Gimzo, Akiva, and R. S.
Hirsch as well as the Apostle
John who claimed in the book
of Revelation that the symbol
also incorporated Y'shua
haMashiach (Jesus the
Messiah) because of His
divinity. Also revealed in CMATS is the use of the
Aleph/Tav as it is incorporated
into the creation of hundreds of
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Hebrew words used thousands
of times, thus taking our
understanding of the scriptures
to a whole new level. C-MATS
comes in your choice of either
Paleo or Modern Hebrew,
Large Print 8.5x11 editions and
include the New Testament.
The Aleph and Other Stories,
1933-1969 - Jorge Luis Borges
1978
"Dazzling and unmistakable in
style, resonant in meaning,
Jorge Luis Borges' 'The Aleph
and Other Stories' contains the
best of Borges' fiction.
Included also is a lengthy
autobiographical essay written
especially for this volume. The
twenty stories in this book
cover the whole span and all
the various facets of Borges'
forty-year career as a short
story writer. The collection is
the most definitive and
comprehensive available in
English."--Jacket.
The Messianic Aleph Tav
Scriptures Modern-Hebrew
Study Bible - 2014-05-20
The Messianic Aleph Tav
Scriptures (MATS) is a study
bible which focuses on the
study of the Aleph Tav
aleph
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character symbol used
throughout the old testament
(Tanakh) by both Moses and
the Prophets and is the most
exhaustive and unique
rendition of its kind in the
world. Over 5 years in the
making, this English rendition
reveals every place the Hebrew
Aleph Tav symbol was used as
a "free standing" character
symbol believed to express the
"strength of the covenant" in
its original meaning. The Aleph
Tav was believed also to be the
"mark" of the "divine hand" for
thousands of years by such
famous rabbis as Nahum of
Gimzo, Akiva, and R. S. Hirsch
as well as the Apostle John.
Also revealed in MATS is the
use of the Aleph Tav as it is
incorporated into the creation
of hundreds of Hebrew words
used thousands of times
throughout the Tanakh and
how the "mark" incorporates
Y'shua haMashiach (Jesus the
messiah), as well as all
mankind and creation, which
substantiates and expresses its
divinity, thus taking our
understanding of the scriptures
to a whole new level. MATS
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comes in your choice of either
Paleo or Modern Hebrew
editions in a trim size of the
regular 6"x9" or the large print
edition 8.5"x11".
Aleph Isn't Enough - Linda
Motzkin 2001
Role in Jewish tradition, text,
and prayer
The Aleph Solution - Sandor
Frankel 1981
Infinity Aleph Infinity RPG
Supp. - Modiphius 2019-06-25
Beset by an alien menace and
riven with internal conflict as it
is, the Human Sphere's days
are far from numbered, for its
appointed guardian will do
everything within its power to
ensure that those who gave it
life and continue to work
alongside it are protected from
the horrors without and the
enemies within. Details on the
inner workings of ALEPH, from
its well-known history and
Aspects to new insights and
allies. Focussed lifepaths that
allow players to create AIs that
are either part of or
independent from ALEPH, plus
additional LIfepaths for
humans and posthumans
aleph
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connected to the AI. Additional
armour, equipment and
adversaries specific to ALEPH,
including new Lhost bodies,
ALEPH-specific armour and
weapons, and stats for several
unique adversaries. Advice on
running high-action Special
Situations Section campaigns,
plus an entire chapter
dedicated to advance infowar
techniques. Made in the UK.
El Aleph - Jorge Luis Borges
1996
El saber y la sensibilidad de
Jorge Luis Borges se hallan
unidos por mil lazos con la
cultura de todos los países y
épocas; y su obra es
universalmente reconocida
como una de las escasas
nuevas realidades y explorado
territorios ignorados. Este
volumen reúne dieciocho
relatos -quizá los más
eleogiados y citados sean "El
Aleph", "El inmortal", "Los
teólogos", "Deutsches
Requiem" y "La espera"--Que
muestran las posibilidades
expresivas de la "estética de la
inteligencia", borgiana,
inimitable fusión de mentalidad
matemática, profunidad
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metafísica y captación poética
del mundo.
Aleph, the Chaldean - Enoch
Fitch Burr 1891
Aleph - Janik Coat 2018-10
Aleph is a book without text for
parents and babies to share. Its
simple, bold graphics introduce
shapes and objects. Includes an
index of first words that match
the illustrations.
El Aleph - Jorge Luis Borges
2007-09-01
The Mystery of the Aleph Amir D. Aczel 2001-08-28
A compelling narrative that
blends the story of infinity with
the tragic tale of a tormented
and brilliant mathematician.
Wallace Berman - Wallace
Berman 2016-07-26
Commemorating the 40th
anniversary of the artist’s
accidental death at age 50, this
volume offers the first
substantial survey of the entire
oeuvre of Wallace Berman
(1926–76) from the late 1940s
until 1976. Berman has been
long heralded as one of the
most significant and influential
artists to emerge in Southern
aleph
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California. Spiritually inclined
yet steeped in popular culture
and the political events of the
day, he conducted
reconnaissance far beyond the
borders of California, mining
the American psyche and
broadcasting his ideas through
mail art, publications,
photographs and multilayered
art works. Berman intersected
with several intriguing cultural
moments, starting with his first
Los Angeles solo show in 1957
at Ed Kienholz and Walter
Hopps’ Ferus Gallery. He also
participated in an important
1966 group exhibition in
London at the legendary
Robert Fraser Gallery, whose
other artists included Richard
Hamilton, Bruce Conner and
Peter Blake--who put Berman’s
face among the notable crowd
in his cover for the Beatles’ Sgt
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club
Band. As interest in West Coast
art has increased over the past
40 years, scholars have viewed
Berman as a quintessentially
Californian artist whose
entourage of likeminded
friends was essential to the
formation of his creative vision.
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This volume takes a broader
view, reassessing Berman’s
significant contributions to the
history of 20th-century
American art.
The Messianic Aleph Tav
Scriptures Paleo-Hebrew Study
Bible - 2014-05-20
The Messianic Aleph Tav
Scriptures (MATS) is a study
bible which focuses on the
study of the Aleph Tav
character symbol used
throughout the old testament
(Tanakh) by both Moses and
the Prophets and is the most
exhaustive and unique
rendition of its kind in the
world. Over 5 years in the
making, this English rendition
reveals every place the Hebrew
Aleph Tav symbol was used as
a "free standing" character
symbol believed to express the
"strength of the covenant" in
its original meaning. The Aleph
Tav was believed also to be the
"mark" of the "divine hand" for
thousands of years by such
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famous rabbis as Nahum of
Gimzo, Akiva, and R. S. Hirsch
as well as the Apostle John.
Also revealed in MATS is the
use of the Aleph Tav as it is
incorporated into the creation
of hundreds of Hebrew words
used thousands of times
throughout the Tanakh and
how the "mark" incorporates
Y'shua haMashiach (Jesus the
messiah), as well as all
mankind and creation, which
substantiates and expresses its
divinity, thus taking our
understanding of the scriptures
to a whole new level. MATS
comes in your choice of either
Paleo or Modern Hebrew
editions in a trim size of the
regular 6"x9" or the large print
edition 8.5"x11".
Aleph - Paulo Coelho
2011-09-01
Another stunning novel by the
author of The Alchemist.
The Amazing Aleph-Beis
Experience - Rochie Kutoff
2016-03
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